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Projections are concerning

• Average global warming at around 1.0°C above pre-industrial, much higher in Arctic

• Projected warming from Paris commitments of 3.0°C and real-world actions give 3.3°C



We are not on track

• The majority of countries have not yet fully aligned their policies to achieve
their commitments under the Paris Agreement.

• There is some movement in a number of countries which, if extended, could
bend the global emissions curve downward.
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Tipping Points in Climate

• Physical science has shown how complex adaptive systems can cross
critical thresholds (“tipping points”)

• Where a small change can trigger a larger change that becomes
irreversible

• And where nonlinear
feedback effects act
as amplifiers.



Sensitive Intervention Points

• We take a similar
approach to climate

• SIPs in economic systems may involve rapid or radical change in technology,
values, beliefs

• They have happened repeatedly throughout history



Sensitive Intervention Points

• Sensitive intervention points (SIPs) occur
where a small change can trigger a larger
change that becomes irreversible.

SIPs can be triggered by a “kick” or a “shift”

• A kick can be effective when the system is
chaotic, or when it is near a critical point (Fig
1A). e.g. subsidising low cost renewables.

• A shift can occur in the underlying system
dynamics, where the rules of the system itself
change and trajectories alter dramatically (Fig
1B), e.g. UK Climate Change Act 2008



Sensitive Intervention Points

• The existence of positive feedbacks for rapid decarbonisation suggests a
cleaner, safer, smarter AND cheaper world is possible.
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Some SIP examples

• Predictable learning
curves

• Costs decline with
increased production

• Energy storage has a
steep experience curve
(so too solar and wind)

CHOOSING TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS



Some SIP examples

• Oil companies are valuing their oil on the books at around $70/bbl.

• But oil prices compatible with below 2oC are in the $20-$40/barrel range

• Could a change in accounting guidance trigger changes in valuation and
shifts in capital expenditure?

IMPROVED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE ON CLIMATE RISKS
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People in the programme

Research Leads

Principle Investigators



People in the programme

Research Leads



People in the programme

Researcher Fellows



DPhil Students
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Early achievements



What we have done so far
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28 papers in progress

Doyne & all, Science SIPs Manuscript

Mealy & Cam, Transformational change chapter

Ryan & Sugandha, Supply Side SIPs

Ives & all, ERL SIPs Manuscript

Wetzer, Cam & Ives, Finance SIPs

King & Alex, Targeted Carbon Tax Reforms

Lu & Pless, Environmental Policy and Labour Demand in China

Mealy & Alex, Economic Complexity and the Green Economy

Rupert, Doyne, Renewables & Energy Storage SIP

Francois, WWII historic SIP

Ives et al., Necessary conditions for CCS in the decarbonisation of UK electricity

Toni, Sector-level R & D SIPs

Andrea, Production network SIPs

Lucas, Investments in renewables

Blas, social network SIPs

Lucas, Cam, Fossil Fuel supply networks

Allen & Ives, Testing carbon sequestration scenarios for the EU

Cam & Ryan, Making carbon pricing work for citizens

Sugandha, Low-Carbon Competitiveness in Asia

Cam & Ben, Committed emissions

Ryan & Dolphin, Has Pricing Carbon Reduced Aggregate Emissions?

Maria & Francois, Assessing renewable energy forectasts

Rupert S & Dietz, Evaluating companies net zero performance

Hale, Climate action & effects, understanding hysteresis

Jane & Ryah, understanding past energy transitions

Galina, investments of incumbents in renewables

Mealy, Stranded Labour - dynamic analysis (based on 4)

Rupert S, Ives & Hepburn, Operationalising Oxford Martin Principles
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Plans for the future

• Improved analysis on technological progress, experience curve causation

• Modelling production networks at the company and sector level to identify
SIPs in economic systems

• Examining the role of carbon prices, how they are best be applied to keystone
actors, how their misuse can cause negative feedbacks

• Improving our understanding of past energy transitions, countering “insensitive
resistance points” and negative feedbacks from incumbents

• Examining risks from stranded assets, stranded labour and stranded areas

• Assessing company financial disclosures and the role of accounting standards

• Evaluating social network dynamics to identify keystone actors

• The role of policy and sub-national acrors in shifting climate action dynamics



Thank you



Plans for the future

• Fitting all the pieces together in a virtuous cycle of decarbonisation SIPs


